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Introduction 

Historical Default Rates are often used by investors to assess a credit manager’s performance 

versus benchmarks.  In liquid credit markets, the Default Rate can help an investor understand a 

manager’s initial credit underwriting skills and inform an investor on a manager’s ability to 

actively manage their portfolio.  For example, when a credit manager in the broadly syndicated 

loan market begins to recognize a poor credit decision, they can trade out of the position and 

recover value without recognizing a default.  A manager can “manage” the default rate within 

their yield targets by proactively reducing exposure to credits where the risk of default is 

heightened.   

In contrast to liquid markets, a Middle Market Direct Lending (“MMDL”) manager typically 

cannot avoid a default in this manner.   In most cases, MMDL managers cannot efficiently sell a 

position prior to default and must work through the situation, relying on different skills to drive 

recovery: direct 1:1 negotiations with borrowers, operational and financial restructuring, and, in 

rare situations, “taking the keys” and managing the business to drive Recovery Rates.  In MMDL, 

analyzing this Recovery Rate, as well as the Default Rate, is important when analyzing manager 

performance over time.    

In this paper, we seek to quantify the impact that Recovery Rates have on fund level 

performance, outline the transaction structures and dynamics that are conducive to higher 

recovery rates, and identify the actions/skill sets of MMDL managers that drive strong Recovery 

Rates. 

 
Recovery Rate and its Influence on Fund-Level Returns in 
MMDL 

Portfolio returns in MMDL are dictated by a variety of factors: 

Portfolio Construction – fund-specific investment strategies including: capital structure positioning 

(first lien, unitranche, second lien, mezzanine, etc.); industry and end-market exposure; cash 

versus PIK coupons, etc. 

Fund Structure – use of fund-level leverage (including the terms under and level at which that 

leverage is applied); manager fee structure; operating expenses; legal and tax structure; 

dividend / distribution policies, etc. 

Portfolio Management – deal selection, underwriting and ongoing monitoring/remedial activities 

(amendments, covenant defaults, etc.). 
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In this market, many investors focus on historical Default Rates, defined in this analysis as the 

percentage of a MMDL manager’s portfolio that enters a payment default annually, as a proxy 

for effective Portfolio Management while putting less emphasis on the Recovery Rate. We 

believe the Recovery Rate, defined here as the percentage of capital (inclusive of all interest 

and fees) a manager is able to recover for debt investments that experience a payment 

default, is equally important and the best indicator of a manager’s “post default” skill set to 

preserve portfolio value, especially in a stressed credit environment. 

To demonstrate the importance of each factor – Default Rate and Recovery Rate – we 

analyzed a hypothetical investment portfolio illustrating the impact of these factors on expected 

returns, in terms of both IRR and ROI. We believe the ranges provided below are indicative of 

realistic direct lending funds in the middle market. This analysis is meant to be illustrative and 

includes the following high-level assumptions: 

 1st Lien/Unitranche only vehicle 

 Blended asset pricing of 6.5%; 2.0% Upfront Fee  

 3 year average duration on non-defaulting loans 

 $300mm of equity capital; 1:1 portfolio leverage 

  

Levered IRR

Default Rate
1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0%

45.0% 9.9% 8.6% 7.2% 5.7% 4.2%
Recovery 60.0% 10.2% 9.1% 7.9% 6.8% 5.6%

Rate 75.0% 10.4% 9.6% 8.7% 7.8% 6.9%
90.0% 10.6% 10.0% 9.4% 8.8% 8.2%

Levered ROI

Default Rate
1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0%

45.0% 1.31x 1.27x 1.22x 1.17x 1.13x
Recovery 60.0% 1.32x 1.28x 1.25x 1.21x 1.17x

Rate 75.0% 1.33x 1.30x 1.27x 1.25x 1.22x
90.0% 1.34x 1.32x 1.30x 1.28x 1.26x
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 As evidenced in the above analysis, Recovery Rates are less impactful to a fund’s returns during 

a period of relatively low Default Rates. However, as defaults increase, a manager’s ability to 

achieve higher recoveries across its portfolio becomes an increasingly significant factor in driving 

fund-level returns. For example, during periods of stable/improving economic landscape 

(assuming a 1% Default Rate), a manager with a low Recovery Rate of 45% can perform “in line” 

with a firm achieving 75% Recovery Rates: 9.9% vs 10.4% IRR, or a 4.8% variance. If we increase 

the Default Rate to a stressed period where defaults increase to 5%, the manager with the 45% 

Recovery Rate will return 4.2%, and the manager with a 75% recovery rate will return 6.9%.  The 

variance between manager returns in this situation would increase materially to 39%. 

Let’s look at this analysis compared to default rates over time: 

The graph shows that, over time, loan defaults peak around specific macro-events (2008 

financial crisis, 2014-15 energy downturn, and the onset of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic), and 

these peaks range from approximately 4% to 8%. As a result, we believe that during periods of 

economic distress, a manager’s ability to outperform market recovery rates (i) has a significant 

impact on fund performance and (ii) should be considered a key performance indicator for 

prospective investors. 
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Maximizing Recovery Rates 

What are the steps a MMDL manager can take to maximize recovery on 
defaulted deals? Outlined below are, in our view, some best practices to 
avoid defaults followed by some mitigating actions to maximize Recovery 
Rate once you are in a restructuring. 

CORE ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS:  The best way to drive low Default Rates and 
high Recovery Rates is to build the business with some basic foundations:   

Staffing & Experience: MMDL managers should prepare for active portfolio management in the 

face of defaulting credits by constructing an investment team with that in mind. Experienced 

leadership that has managed illiquid positions through economic cycles will have a long list of 

“lessons learned” that informs decisions and helps to avoid deals that are more likely to 

experience credit stress. In terms of staffing, in addition to direct lending / credit investing 

experience, managers should employ professionals with private equity, restructuring, and 

operational backgrounds in the event a more hands-on approach is required.  Also, having a 

“stable” of proven, reliable restructuring experts that a manager has worked with over time is 

critical.  

Focus on Quality Origination: It is important to have a robust, direct deal “origination engine”. A 

manager with strong access to deal flow has greater flexibility to turn down unsatisfactory deals.  

If a manager does not have strong deal flow, it is harder to be truly selective causing them to 

chase more marginal transactions. 

Initial Capital Structure Ensure the business is appropriately levered from the onset. The amount 

of leverage a business can support is dictated by several factors: the nature and stability of its 

revenue streams (recurring, reoccurring, or episodic), the stickiness of its customer relationships, 

exposure to macroeconomic cycles, gross and net margins, variability of its cost structure, and its 

free cash flow profile, to name a few. One business can be over-levered at 3x EBITDA and 

another can be conservatively levered at 4x EBITDA.   

Equity Sponsorship: Partner with experienced Private Equity investors with an active fund, 

meaningful initial investment, and sufficient additional capital to support an underperforming 

company. Creating long-standing relationships with strong Private Equity sponsors is also 

important.  When a Private Equity firm is “working” a struggling portfolio company with a lender 

they know and have worked with over time, it is often a more collaborative environment where 

constructive solutions can be agreed upon.    
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Terms: These should include actionable financial covenants, robust affirmative and negative 

covenants and representations and warranties, lien protections, change of control provisions, 

limits on equity “cures”, terms that restrict a borrower’s use of proceeds and additional leverage, 

information rights including monthly/quarterly financial packages and Board of Directors 

(“BOD”) actions/meeting summaries, and limits on restricted payments, asset sales, and capital 

expenditures. This is not a list of “must haves” to get a deal done, especially in the sponsored 

market, but should serve as the starting point.  Moving off these points is based on an informed 

view of the resiliency of the credit taking into consideration the capital structure, industry and 

sponsorship. 

FIRST SIGNS OF STRESS: Be in front of issues and engage with borrowers at first 
signs of weakness.  

Actively Evaluate Ongoing Performance: Use the information rights discussed above to actively 

monitor the performance of the business. Access to quarterly board meetings and monthly 

financial statements should give the MMDL manager ample opportunity to detect any potential 

performance headwinds far ahead of a payment default.  

Work with the Private Equity Sponsor in a Constructive Manner: Learning about issues early allows 

a lender to begin engaging with the borrower well before a formal default to set expectations 

and begin to understand if the borrower/lender are generally on the same page. 

Some of the key actions a lender can take at this stage: 

 Encourage the Sponsor to invest additional equity to pay down debt to a more 

manageable level and/or support liquidity. A Sponsor’s receptivity to putting in 

additional equity is a key data point on gauging their conviction that the weakness is 

transitory/fixable. Be prepared to offer up more flexibility and a generous time frame for 

borrowers to work through issues in return for the additional equity capital.   

 Ensure the business has appropriate liquidity to avoid disrupting the company’s 

operations and potentially degrading enterprise value. Consider converting a portion of 

interest from cash pay to PIK, if necessary, to maintain appropriate levels of liquidity, 

possibly in conjunction with a meaningful equity investment from the Sponsor. In many 

cases, the lender’s focus should be on capital preservation and not maximizing P&L 

upside (e.g. charging default interest and waiver fees). 

 Introduce a financial consultant when a business is struggling.  Lenders can use the first 

available opportunity, usually a financial covenant default for which a waiver is required, 

to install a financial / turnaround advisor. Use this advisor, who should have specific 

knowledge of the subsector within which the business operates, to get smarter on the 
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operations and trajectory of the business in the event more aggressive action is 

necessary. 

It is important to be patient with a struggling business if (i) the Sponsor is being supportive with 

both time and capital, and (ii) there are not situation-specific factors (liquidity, competitive 

landscape, industry trends, technological changes, etc.) that make momentary inaction unwise. 

Our experience has taught us that in most deals where there is a supportive Sponsor and a 

fundamentally sound business, we are able to avoid payment defaults and earn our expected 

return.   

TIME TO ACT: Be prepared to act quickly to maximize recovery when a 
borrower is no longer able to effectively service its debt and the owner is no 
longer willing to invest additional capital.  A lender’s actions now should be 
completely focused on capital recovery. 

Stay Out of Bankruptcy: Keeping the company out of a contested bankruptcy and coming to a 

consensual path forward is very important in the middle market.  These businesses and their 

inherent leveraged capital structures are simply not built for a contentious court managed 

restructuring process.  The exception here is where all parties are looking to the court to 

effectuate the shedding of certain obligations and all parties head into the process with the 

same goals and definition of success.   

Lead the Restructuring Process: In certain situations (e.g. deal weary equity account that is far 

out of the money), a lender-led reorganization or sale process is often the best path forward.  

We have found allowing owners to retain their equity and continue to participate at the BOD 

level while addressing debt terms to introduce more operating flexibility (e.g. reducing rate, 

eliminating amortization payments, etc.) makes a lender-led restructuring (most often 

effectuated by a BOD controlled by independent directors) quite palatable to the owners.   

Flexibility and Capital Support: During the restructuring process, especially as a lender leading a 

restructuring process, remain flexible and be prepared to inject capital to support recovery.  This 

is not a call to throw “good money after bad”, but the realization that flexibility in terms of time 

frame for recovery and additional capital to effectuate the recovery is important.   
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*Past performance is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that a Fund’s investment objective will be achieved or 
that an investor will receive a return of all or any part of such investor’s investment. Investment results may vary significantly over any given 
time period. 
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Appendix 
 

Dean D’Angelo  

PARTNER & CO-HEAD OF PRIVATE CREDIT 

Dean D’Angelo is a founding Partner of Stellus and co-head of its Private Credit strategy and 

serves on its investment committee. He has over 28 years of experience in investment banking 

and principal investing. From August 2005 to January 2012, Mr. D’Angelo was a director in the 

Direct Capital Unit at the D. E. Shaw group, a global investment and technology development 

firm. Prior to joining the D. E. Shaw group, Mr. D’Angelo was a principal of Allied Capital 

Corporation, a publicly‐traded BDC, where he focused on making debt and equity investments 

in middle-market companies from May 2003 to August 2005. From September 2000 to April 2003, 

Mr. D’Angelo served as a principal of Duke Capital Partners, LLC, a merchant banking subsidiary 

of Duke Energy Corporation, where he focused on providing mezzanine, equity, and senior debt 

financing to businesses in the energy sector. From January 1998 to September 2000, Mr. 

D’Angelo was a product specialist for Banc of America Securities, LLC where he provided 

banking services to clients principally in the energy sector. Mr. D’Angelo began his career in the 

bankruptcy and consulting practice of Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P in Washington, D.C. Mr. 

D’Angelo received his B.B.A. in accounting from The College of William and Mary, his M.A. in 

international economics and relations from The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International 

Studies at The Johns Hopkins University, and his M.B.A., with a concentration in finance, from the 

Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. 

 
Barrett Toole 

VICE PRESIDENT 

Barrett Toole joined Stellus in 2017. Prior to joining Stellus, Mr. Toole worked as a senior associate 

with Ernst & Young LLP’s assurance services practice. Barrett graduated Cum Laude from Texas 

A&M University where he received an M.S. in finance and a B.B.A. in accounting. Barrett is a 

licensed C.P.A. in the State of Texas.  
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Ryan Hughes 

MANAGING DIRECTOR, INVESTOR RELATIONS 

713-292-5427 

RHUGHES@STELLUSCAPITAL.COM 

Ryan Hughes has more than 15 years of experience in investor relations, fundraising, and private 

bank lending. Most recently, he worked as a Managing Director for Harbert Management 

Corporation (“HMC”), in the Marketing group. There, he was the Southwest U.S. Lead for 

Marketing and Fundraising for HMC’s nine alternative investment funds including real estate, 

growth capital, private credit, infrastructure, and hedge funds. Prior to that, Ryan was with JP 

Morgan and Goldman Sachs where he managed groups focused on complex private bank 

credit opportunities. Ryan received a B.B.A. in Finance from Texas Tech University and an M.B.A. 

from Southern Methodist University.  
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General Disclaimers 

This presentation may not be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in whole or in part in any media. This document is a 

summary, is for informational purposes only, and should not be treated or relied upon as legal or tax advice, or as an 

investment recommendation of any kind.  

This presentation is neither an offer to sell, nor a solicitation of an offer to purchase, an interest in any fund or other entity 

managed by Stellus Capital Management, LLC (“Stellus,” and any such fund or entity, a “Fund”), or securities of any 

entity, investment product or investment advisory service.  

This presentation is not a prospectus or offering memorandum, and should not be understood as such under any 

circumstances. Any offer to purchase an interest in a Fund will be made only pursuant to a confidential offering 

memorandum or, in the case of Stellus Capital Investment Corporation (the “BDC”), pursuant to an effective registration 

statement containing a prospectus.  

This presentation and the case studies and other information contained herein do not purport to be complete, and no 

obligation to update or otherwise revise such information is being assumed by Stellus or its Funds. Such information is 

qualified in its entirety by reference to the more detailed discussions contained elsewhere in offering memoranda, 

subscription agreements, or other documentation offering an interest in a Fund or, in the case of the BDC, the BDC’s 

public filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

There can be no guarantee that any Fund will achieve its investment objective. An investment in a Fund is speculative 

and involves a high degree of risk, and investors risk loss of their entire investment. 

To the extent that this presentation contains any estimates, targets, or projections, there is no guarantee that any such 

estimates, targets or projections will be achieved. Any references herein to any of a Fund’s past or present investments or 

its past or present performance, including any case studies, have been provided for illustrative purposes only. It should 

not be assumed that these investments were or will be profitable or that any future investments by a Fund will be 

profitable or will equal the performance of past or present investments. Nothing herein shall be relied upon as a promise 

or representation as to the future performance of any Fund. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. In addition, there can be no assurance that unrealized gains/losses 

will be realized at a given multiple, since actual realized returns will depend on, among other factors, the future 

operating results of each of a Fund’s current portfolio companies, the value of the assets and economic conditions at 

the time of disposition, any related transaction costs, and the timing and manner of any realization events, all of which 

may differ from the assumptions on which the Fund’s expected returns are based. In many instances, a Fund will not 

determine the timing or manner of any realization events with respect to its investments. 

Statements included herein may constitute “forward-looking statements,” as defined within the United States Private 

Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which relate to future events or a Fund’s future performance or financial 
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condition. Statements that are predicative in nature, that depend upon or refer to future events or conditions or that 

include words such as “aims,” “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “estimates,” “seeks,” “thinks,” and 

similar expressions are forward-looking statements. These statements are not guarantees of future performance, 

condition, or results, and involve a number of risks and uncertainties. Although we make such statements based on 

assumptions that we believe to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially 

from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Stellus undertakes no duty to update any forward-looking 

statements made herein, except as may be required by law. 

This presentation may contain estimated returns. Due to volatile market conditions and the impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic, such estimates are subject to rapid change—accordingly any estimates constitute “forward-looking 

statements”, which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results to be 

materially different from those implied by such estimates and Stellus has no duty to update such estimates. 


